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Description/Mission:
One or two sentences that describe the team’s task.
Expected Outcomes:
The outcomes that the sponsor desires from the project.
Usually two to three measurable objectives are included.
Start Date & Timing:
Team Leader(s):
Team Members:
Champion:
Facilitators:
Charter
Case For Action:
One or two sentences that describe the problem the team is
addressing and answers the”Why EVSMA, why now?”
question.
Enterprise Description:
Including:
-Enterprise boundaries (What is considered internal and
external to the enterprise?)
-Products/services delivered by the enterprise
-Market segments targeted and current market position
-Major competitors
-Enterprise sales volume and workforce make-up and size
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Step 2: Architectural Assessment
of Innovation
Key Research Questions
• How does one design an enterprise architecture
that fosters technological innovation?
– How does one capture and quantitatively/
analytically analyze complex enterprise
interactions?
– How does one architecturally assess
innovation?
– What are the correlations between enterprise
interactions and technological innovation?
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Project 1 @ P&W
Two similar aircraft engines but one more modular than the other:
1. Capture the enterprise interactions for each engine
2. Architecturally assess innovation associated with each engine
3. Compare and contrast the two findings
Step 1: Capturing Interactions
DSM Graph Theory
Enables quantification 
and detailed analysis
Project 2 for NASA
• Designing the enterprise
architecture for NASA’s
Moon, Mars and Beyond
mission
• Ensuring that the value
delivery architecture
interacts with the technical
architecture so as to
maximize stakeholder value
